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Applications Of Neural Networks In Data Mining
This volume provides a state-of-the-art survey of artificial neural network applications in
biomedical diagnosis, laboratory data analysis and related practical areas. It looks at
biomedical applications which involve customising neural network technology to resolve
specific difficulties with data processing, and deals with applications relating to
particular aspects of clinical practice and laboratory or medically-related analysis. Each
chapter is self-contained with regard to the technology used, covering important
technical points and implementation issues like the design of user interfaces and
hardware/software platforms. Artificial Neural Networks in Biomedicine will be of
interest to computer scientists and neural network practitioners who want to extend
their knowledge of issues relevant to biomedical applications, developers of clinical
computer systems, and medical researchers looking for new methods and
computational tools.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 16th International Conference on
Engineering Applications of Neural Networks, EANN 2015, held in Rhodes, Greece, in
September 2015. The 36 revised full papers presented together with the abstracts of
three invited talks and two tutorials were carefully reviewed and selected from 84
submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on industrial-engineering
applications of ANN; bioinformatics; intelligent medical modeling; life-earth sciences
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intelligent modeling; learning-algorithms; intelligent telecommunications modeling; fuzzy
modeling; robotics and control; smart cameras; pattern recognition-facial mapping;
classification; financial intelligent modeling; echo state networks.
In this book, international experts report the history of the application of ANN to
chemical and biological problems, provide a guide to network architectures, training and
the extraction of rules from trained networks, and cover many cutting-edge examples of
the application of ANN to chemistry and biology. Methods involving the mapping and
interpretation of Infra Red spectra and modelling environmental toxicology are included.
This book is an excellent guide to this exciting field.
This book is a collection of real-world applications of neural networks, which were
presented at the ICANN '95 conference of the European Neural Network Society. The
contributions have been carefully selected by the Program Committee under three
criteria: soundness of the technical approach, relevance for the application sector, and
quality of the results obtained. The book covers all major areas of industrial and service
activities: process engineering, control and monitoring, technical diagnosis and
nondestructive testing, power systems, robotics, transportation, telecommunications,
remote sensing, banking, finance and insurance, forecasting, document processing,
and medicine. It thus represents one of the most comprehensive existing surveys of the
applicability and use of neural networks in industry and services. Contents:Process
Engineering, Control and MonitoringTechnical Diagnosis and Nondestructive
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TestingPower SystemsRoboticsTransportationTelecommunicationsRemote
SensingBanking, Finance and InsuranceDocument ProcessingMedicine Readership:
Undergraduates, engineers, researchers and scientists in neural networks, electrical &
electronic engineering, ocean engineering, systems & knowledge engineering, pattern/
handwriting recognition, robotics, economics/finance and medicine. keywords:
Thorough, compact, and self-contained, this explanation and analysis of a broad range
of neural nets is conveniently structured so that readers can first gain a quick global
understanding of neural nets -- without the mathematics -- and can then delve into
mathematical specifics as necessary. The behavior of neural nets is first explained from
an intuitive perspective; the formal analysis is then presented; and the practical
implications of the formal analysis are stated separately. Analyzes the behavior of the
six main types of neural networks -- The Binary Perceptron, The Continuous Perceptron
(Multi-Layer Perceptron), The Bidirectional Memories, The Hopfield Network
(Associative Neural Nets), The Self-Organizing Neural Network of Kohonen, and the
new Time Sequentional Neural Network. For technically-oriented individuals working
with information retrieval, pattern recognition, speech recognition, signal processing,
data classification.
Neural networks are one of the fast-growing paradigms for learning systems with a wide
variety of potential applications in industry. In particular there are general results which
prove the universal applicability of neural networks to many problems. There is also an
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ever greater understanding of the underlying manner in which tasks such as
classification can be solved optimally by this host of techniques. Through the
application of ideas of statistics, dynamical systems theory and information theory the
methods are likely to become ever more effective for solving problems previously found
to be difficult to tackle using standard techniques. This book compares and contrasts
the academic theory and the industrial reality, with case studies and latest research
findings from international experts. The contributions describe application areas
including finance, digital data transmission, hybrid systems, automotive and aerospace
industries, pattern analysis in clinical psychiatry, time series prediction, and genetic and
neural algorithms. This book demonstrates the vigour and strength of the subject in
solving hard problems and as such will be of great interest to all researchers and
professionals with an interest in neural networks.
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in applying neural networks to
dynamic systems identification (modelling), prediction and control. Neural networks are
computing systems characterised by the ability to learn from examples rather than
having to be programmed in a conventional sense. Their use enables the behaviour of
complex systems to be modelled and predicted and accurate control to be achieved
through training, without a priori information about the systems' structures or
parameters. This book describes examples of applications of neural networks In
modelling, prediction and control. The topics covered include identification of general
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linear and non-linear processes, forecasting of river levels, stock market prices and
currency exchange rates, and control of a time-delayed plant and a two-joint robot.
These applications employ the major types of neural networks and learning algorithms.
The neural network types considered in detail are the muhilayer perceptron (MLP), the
Elman and Jordan networks and the Group-Method-of-Data-Handling (GMDH) network.
In addition, cerebellar-model-articulation-controller (CMAC) networks and neuromorphic
fuzzy logic systems are also presented. The main learning algorithm adopted in the
applications is the standard backpropagation (BP) algorithm. Widrow-Hoff learning,
dynamic BP and evolutionary learning are also described.
In today’s modernized market, various disciplines continue to search for universally
functional technologies that improve upon traditional processes. Artificial neural
networks are a set of statistical modeling tools that are capable of processing nonlinear
data with strong accuracy. Due to their complexity, utilizing their potential was
previously seen as a challenge. However, with the development of artificial intelligence,
this technology has proven to be an effective and efficient problem-solving method.
Artificial Neural Network Applications in Business and Engineering is an essential
reference source that illustrates recent advancements of artificial neural networks in
various professional fields, accompanied by specific case studies and practical
examples. Featuring research on topics such as training algorithms, transportation, and
computer security, this book is ideally designed for researchers, students, developers,
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managers, engineers, academicians, industrialists, policymakers, and educators
seeking coverage on modern trends in artificial neural networks and their real-world
implementations.
A Theory of Learning and Generalization provides a formal mathematical theory for
addressing intuitive questions of the type: How does a machine learn a new concept on
the basis of examples? How can a neural network, after sufficient training, correctly
predict the output of a previously unseen input? How much training is required to
achieve a specified level of accuracy in the prediction? How can one "identify" the
dynamical behaviour of a nonlinear control system by observing its input-output
behaviour over a finite interval of time? This is the first book to treat the problem of
machine learning in conjunction with the theory of empirical processes, the latter being
a well-established branch of probability theory. The treatment of both topics side by
side leads to new insights, as well as new results in both topics. An extensive
references section and open problems will help readers to develop their own work in
the field.

Neural networks are increasingly being used in real-world business applications
and, in some cases, such as fraud detection, they have already become the
method of choice. Their use for risk assessment is also growing and they have
been employed to visualise complex databases for marketing segmentation. This
boom in applications covers a wide range of business interests -- from finance
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management, through forecasting, to production. The combination of statistical,
neural and fuzzy methods now enables direct quantitative studies to be carried
out without the need for rocket-science expertise. This book reviews the state-ofthe-art in current applications of neural-network methods in three important areas
of business analysis. It includes a tutorial chapter to introduce new users to the
potential and pitfalls of this new technology.
The two volumes set, CCIS 383 and 384, constitutes the refereed proceedings of
the 14th International Conference on Engineering Applications of Neural
Networks, EANN 2013, held on Halkidiki, Greece, in September 2013. The 91
revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from
numerous submissions. The papers describe the applications of artificial neural
networks and other soft computing approaches to various fields such as pattern
recognition-predictors, soft computing applications, medical applications of AI,
fuzzy inference, evolutionary algorithms, classification, learning and data mining,
control techniques-aspects of AI evolution, image and video analysis,
classification, pattern recognition, social media and community based
governance, medical applications of AI-bioinformatics and learning.
Neural network technology encompasses a class of methods which attempt to
mimic the basic structures used in the brain for information processing.
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Thetechnology is aimed at problems such as pattern recognition which are
difficult for traditional computational methods. Neural networks have potential
applications in many industrial areas such as advanced robotics, operations
research, and process engineering. This book is concerned with the application
of neural network technology to real industrial problems. It summarizes a threeyear collaborative international project called ANNIE (Applications of Neural
Networks for Industry in Europe) which was jointly funded by industry and the
European Commission within the ESPRIT programme. As a record of a working
project, the book gives an insight into the real problems faced in taking a new
technology from the workbench into a live industrial application, and shows just
how it can be achieved. It stresses the comparison between neural networks and
conventional approaches. Even the non-specialist reader will benefit from
understanding the limitations as well as the advantages of the new technology.
Processing information and analyzing data efficiently and effectively is crucial for
any company that wishes to stay competitive in its respective market. Nonlinear
data presents new challenges to organizations, however, due to its complexity
and unpredictability. The only technology that can properly handle this form of
data is artificial neural networks. These modeling systems present a high level of
benefits in analyzing complex data in a proficient manner, yet considerable
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research on the specific applications of these intelligent components is
significantly deficient. Applications of Artificial Neural Networks for Nonlinear
Data is a collection of innovative research on the contemporary nature of artificial
neural networks and their specific implementations within data analysis. While
highlighting topics including propagation functions, optimization techniques, and
learning methodologies, this book is ideally designed for researchers,
statisticians, academicians, developers, scientists, practitioners, students, and
educators seeking current research on the use of artificial neural networks in
diagnosing and solving nonparametric problems.
"This book offers an outlook of the most recent works at the field of the Artificial
Neural Networks (ANN), including theoretical developments and applications of
systems using intelligent characteristics for adaptability"--Provided by publisher.
Artificial Neural Networks for Engineering Applications presents current trends for
the solution of complex engineering problems that cannot be solved through
conventional methods. The proposed methodologies can be applied to modeling,
pattern recognition, classification, forecasting, estimation, and more. Readers will
find different methodologies to solve various problems, including complex
nonlinear systems, cellular computational networks, waste water treatment,
attack detection on cyber-physical systems, control of UAVs, biomechanical and
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biomedical systems, time series forecasting, biofuels, and more. Besides the realtime implementations, the book contains all the theory required to use the
proposed methodologies for different applications. Presents the current trends for
the solution of complex engineering problems that cannot be solved through
conventional methods Includes real-life scenarios where a wide range of artificial
neural network architectures can be used to solve the problems encountered in
engineering Contains all the theory required to use the proposed methodologies
for different applications
State of the Art in Neural Networks and Their Applications presents the latest
advances in artificial neural networks and their applications across a wide range
of clinical diagnoses. Advances in the role of machine learning, artificial
intelligence, deep learning, cognitive image processing and suitable data
analytics useful for clinical diagnosis and research applications are covered,
including relevant case studies. The application of Neural Network, Artificial
Intelligence, and Machine Learning methods in biomedical image analysis have
resulted in the development of computer-aided diagnostic (CAD) systems that
aim towards the automatic early detection of several severe diseases. State of
the Art in Neural Networks and Their Applications is presented in two volumes.
Volume 1 covers the state-of-the-art deep learning approaches for the detection
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of renal, retinal, breast, skin, and dental abnormalities and more. Includes
applications of neural networks, AI, machine learning, and deep learning
techniques to a variety of imaging technologies Provides in-depth technical
coverage of computer-aided diagnosis (CAD), with coverage of computer-aided
classification, Unified Deep Learning Frameworks, mammography, fundus
imaging, optical coherence tomography, cryo-electron tomography, 3D MRI, CT,
and more. Covers deep learning for several medical conditions including renal,
retinal, breast, skin, and dental abnormalities, Medical Image Analysis, as well as
detection, segmentation, and classification via AI.
This book contains the proceedings of the 22nd EANN “Engineering Applications
of Neural Networks” 2021 that comprise of research papers on both theoretical
foundations and cutting-edge applications of artificial intelligence. Based on the
discussed research areas, emphasis is given in advances of machine learning
(ML) focusing on the following algorithms-approaches: Augmented ML,
autoencoders, adversarial neural networks, blockchain-adaptive methods,
convolutional neural networks, deep learning, ensemble methods, learningfederated learning, neural networks, recurrent – long short-term memory. The
application domains are related to: Anomaly detection, bio-medical AI, cybersecurity, data fusion, e-learning, emotion recognition, environment, hyperspectral
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imaging, fraud detection, image analysis, inverse kinematics, machine vision,
natural language, recommendation systems, robotics, sentiment analysis,
simulation, stock market prediction.
Computing Methodologies -- Artificial Intelligence.
The idea of simulating the brain was the goal of many pioneering works in
Artificial Intelligence. The brain has been seen as a neural network, or a set of
nodes, or neurons, connected by communication lines. Currently, there has been
increasing interest in the use of neural network models. This book contains
chapters on basic concepts of artificial neural networks, recent connectionist
architectures and several successful applications in various fields of knowledge,
from assisted speech therapy to remote sensing of hydrological parameters, from
fabric defect classification to application in civil engineering. This is a current
book on Artificial Neural Networks and Applications, bringing recent advances in
the area to the reader interested in this always-evolving machine learning
technique.
"This book introduces and explains Higher Order Neural Networks (HONNs) to
people working in the fields of computer science and computer engineering, and
how to use HONNS in these areas"--Provided by publisher.
Neural Network Applications contains the 12 papers presented at the second
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British Neural Network Society Meeting (NCM '91) held at King's College London
on 1st October 1991. The meeting was sponsored by the Centre for Neural
Networks, King's College, and the British Neural Network Society, and was also
part of the DEANNA ESPRIT programme. The papers reflect the wide spectrum
of neural network applications that are currently being attempted in industry and
medicine. They cover medical diagnosis, robotics, plant control, machine
learning, and visual inspection, as well as more general discussions on net
learning and knowledge representation. The breadth and depth of coverage is a
sign of the health of the subject, as well as indicating the importance of neural
network developments in industry and the manner in which the applications are
progressing. Among the actual topics covered are: Learning algorithms - theory
and practice; A review of medical diagnostic applications of neural networks;
Simulated ultrasound tomographic imaging of defects; Linear quadtrees for
neural network based position invariant pattern recognition; The pRTAM as a
hardware-realisable neuron; The cognitive modalities ("CM") system of
knowledge representation - the DNA of neural networks? This volume provides
valuable reading for all those attempting to apply neural networks, as well as
those entering the field, including researchers and postgraduate students in
computational neuroscience, neurobiology, electrical engineering, computer
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science, mathematics, and medicine.
This book is a follow-up to the IChemE symposium on OC Neural Networks and
Other Learning TechnologiesOCO, held at Imperial College, UK, in May 1999.
The interest shown by the participants, especially those from the industry, has
been instrumental in producing the book. The papers have been written by
contributors of the symposium and experts in this field from around the world.
They present all the important aspects of neural network utilisation as well as
show the versatility of neural networks in various aspects of process engineering
problems OCo modelling, estimation, control, optimisation and industrial
applications. Contents: Modelling and Identification; Hybrid Schemes;
Estimations and Control; New Learning Technologies; Experimental and
Industrial Applications. Readership: Academic and industrial researchers,
chemical engineers and control engineers."
Applications of Neural Networks gives a detailed description of 13 practical
applications of neural networks, selected because the tasks performed by the
neural networks are real and significant. The contributions are from leading
researchers in neural networks and, as a whole, provide a balanced coverage
across a range of application areas and algorithms. The book is divided into three
sections. Section A is an introduction to neural networks for nonspecialists.
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Section B looks at examples of applications using `Supervised Training'. Section
C presents a number of examples of `Unsupervised Training'. For neural network
enthusiasts and interested, open-minded sceptics. The book leads the latter
through the fundamentals into a convincing and varied series of neural success
stories -- described carefully and honestly without over-claiming. Applications of
Neural Networks is essential reading for all researchers and designers who are
tasked with using neural networks in real life applications.
The book emphasizes neural network structures for achieving practical and
effective systems, and provides many examples. Practitioners, researchers, and
students in industrial, manufacturing, electrical, mechanical,and production
engineering will find this volume a unique and comprehensive reference source
for diverse application methodologies. Control and Dynamic Systems covers the
important topics of highly effective Orthogonal Activation Function Based Neural
Network System Architecture, multi-layer recurrent neural networks for
synthesizing and implementing real-time linear control,adaptive control of
unknown nonlinear dynamical systems, Optimal Tracking Neural Controller
techniques, a consideration of unified approximation theory and applications,
techniques for the determination of multi-variable nonlinear model structures for
dynamic systems with a detailed treatment of relevant system model input
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determination, High Order Neural Networks and Recurrent High Order Neural
Networks, High Order Moment Neural Array Systems, Online Learning Neural
Network controllers, and Radial Bias Function techniques. Coverage includes:
Orthogonal Activation Function Based Neural Network System Architecture
(OAFNN) Multilayer recurrent neural networks for synthesizing and implementing
real-time linear control Adaptive control of unknown nonlinear dynamical systems
Optimal Tracking Neural Controller techniques Consideration of unified
approximation theory and applications Techniques for determining multivariable
nonlinear model structures for dynamic systems, with a detailed treatment of
relevant system model input determination
First published in 1998, this volume enters the debate on human behaviour in the
form of neural networks in a spatial context. As most transportation research
techniques had been developed in the 1960s and 1970s, these authors sought to
bring that research into the modern era. Featuring 17 articles from 37
contributors, it begins with an overview and proceeds to examine aspects of
travel behaviour, traffic flow and traffic management.
"Applications of Neural Networks in High Assurance Systems" is the first book
directly addressing a key part of neural network technology: methods used to
pass the tough verification and validation (V&V) standards required in many
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safety-critical applications. The book presents what kinds of evaluation methods
have been developed across many sectors, and how to pass the tests. A new
adaptive structure of V&V is developed in this book, different from the simple six
sigma methods usually used for large-scale systems and different from the
theorem-based approach used for simplified component subsystems.
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) present many benefits in analyzing complex
data in a proficient manner. As an effective and efficient problem-solving method,
ANNs are incredibly useful in many different fields. From education to medicine
and banking to engineering, artificial neural networks are a growing phenomenon
as more realize the plethora of uses and benefits they provide. Due to their
complexity, it is vital for researchers to understand ANN capabilities in various
fields. The Research Anthology on Artificial Neural Network Applications covers
critical topics related to artificial neural networks and their multitude of
applications in a number of diverse areas including medicine, finance, operations
research, business, social media, security, and more. Covering everything from
the applications and uses of artificial neural networks to deep learning and nonlinear problems, this book is ideal for computer scientists, IT specialists, data
scientists, technologists, business owners, engineers, government agencies,
researchers, academicians, and students, as well as anyone who is interested in
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learning more about how artificial neural networks can be used across a wide
range of fields.
In recent years, complex-valued neural networks have widened the scope of application in
optoelectronics, imaging, remote sensing, quantum neural devices and systems,
spatiotemporal analysis of physiological neural systems, and artificial neural information
processing. In this first-ever book on complex-valued neural networks, the most active
scientists at the forefront of the field describe theories and applications from various points of
view to provide academic and industrial researchers with a comprehensive understanding of
the fundamentals, features and prospects of the powerful complex-valued networks.
This book provides an approach toward the applications and principle theory of digital signal
processing in modern intelligent systems, biological engineering, telecommunication, and
information technology. Assuming the reader already has prior knowledge of signal processing
theory, this book will be useful for finding novel methods that fit special needs in digital signal
processing (DSP). The combination of signal processing and intelligent systems in hybrid
structures rather than serial or parallel processing provide the best mechanism that is a better
fit with the comprehensive nature of human. This book is a practical reference that places the
emphasis on principles and applications of DSP in digital systems. It covers a broad area of
digital systems and applications of machine learning methods including convolutional neural
networks, evolutionary algorithms, adaptive filters, spectral estimation, data compression and
functional verification. The level of the book is ideal for professional DSP users and useful for
graduate students who are looking for solutions to their design problems. The theoretical
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principles provide the required base for comprehension of the methods and application of
modifications for the special needs of practical projects.
AN INDISPENSABLE RESOURCE FOR ALL THOSE WHO DESIGN AND IMPLEMENT
TYPE-1 AND TYPE-2 FUZZY NEURAL NETWORKS IN REAL TIME SYSTEMS Delve into the
type-2 fuzzy logic systems and become engrossed in the parameter update algorithms for
type-1 and type-2 fuzzy neural networks and their stability analysis with this book! Not only
does this book stand apart from others in its focus but also in its application-based
presentation style. Prepared in a way that can be easily understood by those who are
experienced and inexperienced in this field. Readers can benefit from the computer source
codes for both identification and control purposes which are given at the end of the book. A
clear and an in-depth examination has been made of all the necessary mathematical
foundations, type-1 and type-2 fuzzy neural network structures and their learning algorithms as
well as their stability analysis. You will find that each chapter is devoted to a different learning
algorithm for the tuning of type-1 and type-2 fuzzy neural networks; some of which are: •
Gradient descent • Levenberg-Marquardt • Extended Kalman filter In addition to the
aforementioned conventional learning methods above, number of novel sliding mode control
theory-based learning algorithms, which are simpler and have closed forms, and their stability
analysis have been proposed. Furthermore, hybrid methods consisting of particle swarm
optimization and sliding mode control theory-based algorithms have also been introduced. The
potential readers of this book are expected to be the undergraduate and graduate students,
engineers, mathematicians and computer scientists. Not only can this book be used as a
reference source for a scientist who is interested in fuzzy neural networks and their real-time
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implementations but also as a course book of fuzzy neural networks or artificial intelligence in
master or doctorate university studies. We hope that this book will serve its main purpose
successfully. Parameter update algorithms for type-1 and type-2 fuzzy neural networks and
their stability analysis Contains algorithms that are applicable to real time systems Introduces
fast and simple adaptation rules for type-1 and type-2 fuzzy neural networks Number of case
studies both in identification and control Provides MATLAB® codes for some algorithms in the
book
This book brings together a representative set of Earth System Science (ESS) applications of
the neural network (NN) technique. It examines a progression of atmospheric and oceanic
problems, which, from the mathematical point of view, can be formulated as complex,
multidimensional, and nonlinear mappings. It is shown that these problems can be solved
utilizing a particular type of NN – the multilayer perceptron (MLP). This type of NN applications
covers the majority of NN applications developed in ESSs such as meteorology,
oceanography, atmospheric and oceanic satellite remote sensing, numerical weather
prediction, and climate studies. The major properties of the mappings and MLP NNs are
formulated and discussed. Also, the book presents basic background for each introduced
application and provides an extensive set of references. “This is an excellent book to learn
how to apply artificial neural network methods to earth system sciences. The author, Dr.
Vladimir Krasnopolsky, is a universally recognized master in this field. With his vast knowledge
and experience, he carefully guides the reader through a broad variety of problems found in
the earth system sciences where neural network methods can be applied fruitfully. (...) The
broad range of topics covered in this book ensures that researchers/graduate students from
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many fields (...) will find it an invaluable guide to neural network methods.” (Prof. William W.
Hsieh, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada) “Vladimir Krasnopolsky has been
the “founding father” of applying computation intelligence methods to environmental science;
(...) Dr. Krasnopolsky has created a masterful exposition of a young, yet maturing field that
promises to advance a deeper understanding of best modeling practices in environmental
science.” (Dr. Sue Ellen Haupt, National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, USA)
“Vladimir Krasnopolsky has written an important and wonderful book on applications of neural
networks to replace complex and expensive computational algorithms within Earth System
Science models. He is uniquely qualified to write this book, since he has been a true pioneer
with regard to many of these applications. (...) Many other examples of creative emulations will
inspire not just readers interested in the Earth Sciences, but any other modeling practitioner
(...) to address both theoretical and practical complex problems that may (or will!) arise in a
complex system." ” (Prof. Eugenia Kalnay, University of Maryland, USA)
Industrial Applications of Neural Networks explores the success of neural networks in different
areas of engineering endeavors. Each chapter shows how the power of neural networks can
be exploited in modern engineering applications. The first seven chapters focus on image
processing as well as industrial or manufacturing perspectives. Topics discussed include:
shape recognition shape from shading aircraft detection in SAR images visualization of highdimensional data bases of industrial systems 3-D object learning and recognition from multiple
2-D views fingerprint classification performance optimization in flexible manufacturing systems
The remaining chapters address issues and applications in the expansive area of multimedia
communications as well as mobile and cellular communications.
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In this computer-based era, neural networks are an invaluable tool. They have been applied
extensively in business forecasting, machine health monitoring, process control, and laboratory
data analysis due to their modeling capabilities. There are numerous applications for neural
networks, but a great deal of care and expertise is necessary to keep a neural-based project in
working order. This all-inclusive coverage gives you everything you need to put neural
networks into practice. This informative book shows the reader how to plan, run, and benefit
from a neural-based project without running into the roadblocks that often crop up. Theauthor
uses the most popular type of neural network, the Multi-Layer Perceptron, and presents every
step of its development. Each chapter presents a subsequent stage in network development
through easy-to-follow discussion. Every decision and possible problem is considered in depth,
and solutions are offered. The book includes a how-to-do-it reference section, and a set of
worked examples. The second half of the book examines the sucessful application of neural
networks in fields including signal processing, financial prediction, business decision support,
and process monitoring and control. The book comes complete with a disk containing C and
C++ programs to get you started. Key Features *Divides chapters into three sections for quick
reference: Discussion, How to do it, and Examples * Examines many case studies and real
world examples to illustrate the methods presented * Includes a disk with C and C++ programs
which implement many of the techniques discussed in the text * Allows the reader to devolop a
neural network based solution
"With respect to the ever-increasing developments in artificial intelligence and artificial neural
network applications in different scopes such as medicine, industry, biology, history, military
industries, recognition science, space, machine learning and etc., Neural Networks: History
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and Applications first discusses a comprehensive investigation of artificial neural networks.
Next, the authors focus on studies carried out with the artificial neural network approach on the
emotion recognition from 2D facial expressions between 2009 and 2019. The major objective
of this study is to review, identify, evaluate and analyze the performance of artificial neural
network models in emotion recognition applications. This compilation also proposes a simple
nonlinear approach for dipole mode index prediction where past values of dipole mode index
were used as inputs, and future values were predicted by artificial neural networks. The study
was also conducted for seasonal dipole mode index prediction because the dipole mode index
is more prominent in the Sep-Oct-Nov season. A subsequent study focuses on how
mammography has a high false negative and false positive rate. As such, computer-aided
diagnosis systems have been commercialized to help in micro-calcification detection and
malignancy differentiation. Yet, little has been explored in differentiating breast cancers with
artificial neural networks, one example of computer-aided diagnosis systems. The authors aim
to bridge this gap in research. The penultimate chapter reviews the general conditions under
which synaptic plasticity most effectively takes place to support the supervised learning of a
precise temporal code. Then, the accuracy of each plasticity rule with respect to its temporal
encoding precision is examined, and the maximum number of input patterns it can memorize
using the precise timings of individual spikes as an indicator of storage capacity in different
control and recognition tasks is explored. In closing, a case study is presented centered on an
intelligent decision support system that is built on a neural network model based on the Encog
machine learning framework to predict cryptocurrency close prices"-This volume contains the papers from the first British Neural Network Society meeting held at
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Queen Elizabeth Hall, King's College, London on 18--20 April 1990. The meeting was
sponsored by the London Mathemati cal Society. The papers include introductory tutorial
lectures, invited, and contributed papers. The invited contributions were given by experts from
the United States, Finland, Denmark, Germany and the United Kingdom. The majority of the
contributed papers came from workers in the United Kingdom. The first day was devoted to
tutorials. Professor Stephen Grossberg was a guest speaker on the first day giving a thorough
introduction to his Adaptive Resonance Theory of neural networks. Subsequent tutorials on the
first day covered dynamical systems and neural networks, realistic neural modelling, pattern
recognition using neural networks, and a review of hardware for neural network simulations.
The contributed papers, given on the second day, demonstrated the breadth of interests of
workers in the field. They covered topics in pattern recognition, multi-layer feedforward neural
networks, network dynamics, memory and learning. The ordering of the papers in this volume
is as they were given at the meeting. On the final day talks were given by Professor Kohonen
(on self organising maps), Professor Kurten (on the dynamics of random and structured nets)
and Professor Cotterill (on modelling the visual cortex). Dr A. Mayes presented a paper on
various models for amnesia. The editors have taken the opportunity to include a paper of their
own which was not presented at the meeting.
Introducing a wide variety of network types, including Kohenen nets, n-tuple nets and radial
basis function networks as well as the more useful multilayer perception back-propagation
networks, this book aims to give a detailed appreciation of the use of neural nets in these
applications.
The two volume set LNCS 3696 and LNCS 3697 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
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15th International Conference on Artificial Neural Networks, ICANN 2005, held in Warsaw,
Poland in September 2005. The over 600 papers submitted to ICANN 2005 were thoroughly
reviewed and carefully selected for presentation. The first volume includes 106 contributions
related to Biological Inspirations; topics addressed are modeling the brain and cognitive
functions, development of cognitive powers in embodied systems spiking neural networks,
associative memory models, models of biological functions, projects in the area of neuroIT,
evolutionary and other biological inspirations, self-organizing maps and their applications,
computer vision, face recognition and detection, sound and speech recognition, bioinformatics,
biomedical applications, and information- theoretic concepts in biomedical data analysis. The
second volume contains 162 contributions related to Formal Models and their Applications and
deals with new neural network models, supervised learning algorithms, ensemble-based
learning, unsupervised learning, recurent neural networks, reinforcement learning, bayesian
approaches to learning, learning theory, artificial neural networks for system modeling,
decision making, optimalization and control, knowledge extraction from neural networks,
temporal data analysis, prediction and forecasting, support vector machines and kernel-based
methods, soft computing methods for data representation, analysis and processing, data fusion
for industrial, medical and environmental applications, non-linear predictive models for speech
processing, intelligent multimedia and semantics, applications to natural language processing,
various applications, computational intelligence in games, and issues in hardware
implementation.
Neural networks represent a powerful data processing technique that has reached maturity
and broad application. When clearly understood and appropriately used, they are a mandatory
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component in the toolbox of any engineer who wants make the best use of the available data,
in order to build models, make predictions, mine data, recognize shapes or signals, etc.
Ranging from theoretical foundations to real-life applications, this book is intended to provide
engineers and researchers with clear methodologies for taking advantage of neural networks in
industrial, financial or banking applications, many instances of which are presented in the
book. For the benefit of readers wishing to gain deeper knowledge of the topics, the book
features appendices that provide theoretical details for greater insight, and algorithmic details
for efficient programming and implementation. The chapters have been written by experts and
edited to present a coherent and comprehensive, yet not redundant, practically oriented
introduction.
In this book, highly qualified multidisciplinary scientists grasp their recent researches motivated
by the importance of artificial neural networks. It addresses advanced applications and
innovative case studies for the next-generation optical networks based on modulation
recognition using artificial neural networks, hardware ANN for gait generation of multi-legged
robots, production of high-resolution soil property ANN maps, ANN and dynamic factor models
to combine forecasts, ANN parameter recognition of engineering constants in Civil
Engineering, ANN electricity consumption and generation forecasting, ANN for advanced
process control, ANN breast cancer detection, ANN applications in biofuels, ANN modeling for
manufacturing process optimization, spectral interference correction using a large-size
spectrometer and ANN-based deep learning, solar radiation ANN prediction using NARX
model, and ANN data assimilation for an atmospheric general circulation model.
"For professionals, students, and academics interested in applying neural networks to a variety
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of business applications, this reference book introduces the three most common neural
network models and how they work. A wide range of business applications and a series of
global case studies are presented to illustrate the neural network models provided. Each model
or technique is discussed in detail and used to solve a business problem such as managing
direct marketing, calculating foreign exchange rates, and improving cash flow forecasting."
State of the Art in Neural Networks and Their ApplicationsVolume 1Academic Press
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